AGILEFLOW RECORDS MANAGER

AgileFlow Records Manager is a fully browser based, integrated electronic record and document workflow management solution specifically designed for state, county and city who are custodian of real property, public, private, official, historical, and or vital records.

AgileFlow Records Manager provides Flexibility at the fingertips of county where now Counties have the ability to administer a myriad of variables that drive system functionality, security, workflow, appearance and even vocabulary. For example – with any type of filing/recording, a System Administrator can create, define and modify the way any particular transaction is processed. This will include the definition of which panels and data are presented for processing by the staff as well as the numbers assigned labels and forms generated, processing steps and many other areas associated with the transaction. The system provides a single application environment to support all departments, documents and transactions allowing efficient cross-training of all your county staff.

AGILEFLOW SUPER SEARCH

AgileFlow Super Search is a blazing fast next generation enterprise search solution for City/County Government Records delivered as SaaS Solution. Super Search is mobile ready web-based search engine that provides both full-image text and index searches, easy to use navigators to narrow down searches and a shopping cart with credit card payment for quick email delivery of purchased documents.

Super Search is an enterprise search solution intended for all counties and departments within. There is a strong need to replace traditional search methods and technologies with easy to use search interfaces that constituents can use without any training. Super Search brings modern search and shopping experience together into one solution that’s intuitive and easy to use. This solution can be hosted on Azure cloud and as well as Conduent data centers. Super search uses popular open source enterprise search engines Apache Solr.

20/20 PERFECT VISION PRODUCT SUITE

20/20 Perfect Vision contains a suite of application modules that can function fully integrated with each other or fully independent of each other for the Receipting, Recording, Indexing, Scanning and Retrieving of the electronically created data and digitized records of the offices of County Clerk’s, Town Clerk’s, Register of Deeds, Vital Statistics Registrars, District Clerks, etc.
This solution contains the ability to define multiple document workflow solutions for the handling of Land Records, Registered Land/Torrens Records, Vital Statistics Records, (Birth, Death, Marriage, Military Discharges, etc), Commissioners Court Minute Records, Gun/Pistol Permits, Civil/Criminal/Probate/Judgment Records, Map/Plat Records, Dog Licenses, Liquor Licenses, Motor Vehicle Records and many other record types.

The solution is fully scalable so that it can run in a single station environment all the way to an Enterprise Clustered Failover Fault tolerant configuration recording millions of records a year. It contains the ability to utilize smart technology like OCR for fully integrated searching of documents.

The solution provides a simple, easy to use interface specifically designed for the County Government offices. It provides its users the ability to perform all tasks with the efficiency necessary to service its constituents.

**AGILEFLOW PROPERTY TAX MANAGER**

AgileFlow Property Tax Manager is a fully integrated Property Tax Management, CAMA, Tax Billing, Tax Collection, and workflow management solution. This product is specifically designed for state, county and city who are custodian of real property data including commercial and residential, and personal property.

This solution is workflow based which allows the application to be driven by Assessor and Appraiser’s business rules. This allows for a robust and configurable system that dynamically changes based on day to day business. It also allows administrators to modify workflow, calculations, and other critical functions without any code updates.

**AGILEJURY**

AgileJury® was designed by jury administrators for jury administrators. From creating summons, to recording qualification to attending, empaneling and paying jurors, AgileJury® was designed to make these functions easier for you to perform.

Jury service is not only the right of every citizen, but it’s also the cornerstone of the judicial system. Processing jurors through qualification, summoning, check-in, courtroom assignments and payment functions are accomplished with minimal effort using our AgileJury® Solution.

**AGILECOURT**

This system is a complete court case management system for Judges, Clerks and Court Administrators for courts of limited jurisdiction, unlimited jurisdiction and appellate courts.
AgileCourt® is a comprehensive court management suite that allows the court to manage a case from initiation to post adjudication tracking.

The AgileCourt® case management solution is highly configurable allowing flexibility for courts that choose to implement the solution in a single court environment as well as centralized multi jurisdiction/statewide environments the ability to configure the application to meet their unique requirements. The Conduent AgileCourt ® platform is comprised of several modules allowing a court great flexibility in determining which modules they choose to implement based on their unique requirements.

**LAND RECORDS SERVICES**

**Document Conversion Services**

Our conversions services are provided in our fully certified labs in Dallas, TX and Syracuse New York. Our fully equipped, in-house laboratories provide the services to convert any type of media and microforms in our labs. Our systems were developed in-house built on a Microsoft stack written in C# to manage every step of these services. Our processes are certified to meet the Industry Best Practices with 100% of every page, frame, Image, viewed for quality and readability. Our systems monitor every phase of the project from intake in our inventory control to conversion activities image enhancements to delivery back to the customer. Over the last 40 years our systems have evolved to keep pace with the evolution of Microforms and digital technologies. Whether we are converting Microfilm, scanning historically significant 200 year old documents we have the technologies, resources and experience to convert any media to the next generation of digital media.

On-site Book scanning is one of our specialties – we scan all pages including, leader pages, Index pages at the front of the books and Key Charts in each volume if part of the book. We use scanning sleeves for older volumes that have torn and frayed edges, or pages will be filmed and converted to images if pages are too fragile for handling. Conduent will send completed images through the Conduent QA process for inspection of 100% of pages to meet Conduent quality levels.

**Recreation Services**

Provide Book recreations services including customize embossed binders, prepping, reprinting and assembling new loose-leaf books.

**Indexing Services**

Conduent will provide both full-service and historical indexing achieving an accuracy of 99.5%. Each year, our highly skilled and experienced indexing technicians index millions of official
documents. We preform both automated and manual indexing with each document indexed by two separate indexers and any document not achieving 100% match goes to a supervisor.

Redaction Services

Our redaction services provide both automated and manual review of redaction candidates. We specialize in land and court records and understand the complexity of the placement of Personally Identified Information “PII” in our nation’s public and court records. We can redact any data as needed by the county including but not limited to Bank Account Numbers, Credit Card#, SSS#, Driver Licenses or even Minor’s names and information.

MAVEN CASE MANAGEMENT SUITE

Overview

The Maven product suite is a flexible, web-enabled, Java-based case management and reporting platform that enables rapid initial configuration and the ability to reconfigure after deployment.

Maven provides comprehensive data collection, workflow, reporting, and configurable business rules which support the case management process in any organization. The baseline system features, available within a robust security matrix, are pre-tested and fully functional after initial installation. The system is iteratively reconfigurable without changing the source code and programming knowledge is not needed. Maven offers users and administrators powerful features which streamline business processes, enabling increased organizational efficiency and effectiveness. Maven is reconfigurable by users, allowing the system to stay in lockstep with changing needs over time. Maven promotes ease of data interchange with standards-oriented interoperability via XML and Web-Services, to interact with existing systems.

Highly Configurable

Armed with configurable data collection, robust reporting, and prebuilt Web portals, Maven is designed to adapt to changing needs without costly source code changes. Maven’s configurable workflows follow your procedures and guidelines without imposing external flow assumptions.

Accessible, Scalable and Available

The web-based Maven portal enables thousands of geographically dispersed users to share the same application and data, within a robust security framework, using only an internet connection and a standard browser. Offline capabilities are also available. Maven’s reporting module allows authorized users to analyze and visualize the data collected, and easily de-duplicate and integrate for holistic, client-centric reports.
MAVEN CASE MANAGEMENT SUITE (CONTINUED)

Cost-effective

Multiple systems can be consolidated within the Maven platform, significantly reducing support, maintenance, and training costs. With Maven’s visual configuration tools, users can reconfigure the system quickly with minimal involvement from the IT department. Decision-support and automated workflows also help you accomplish more with fewer resources and time.

Built on current technology

Maven is built on J2EE Architecture — 100% Java, SOA compatible, and Web services enabled. Maven is standards-based — Java, XML, Relational DB, with a Web-based UI. Maven uses open XML Integration Architecture for legacy integration and SOA-based integrations. Maven’s Visual Model Manager is used to configure Maven without source code changes.

World-class support

Our Software Support Team is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to resolve any urgent issues and to keep your organization productive.